1. Valley Kingdom Ministries is located at 201 Morne Coco Road, Petit Valley, Trinidad W.I.

We have been in existence since 1962 and stand as a beacon of light in our community. Our ministry is extensive in nature in that we focus on the needs of the ‘total man’. We target people on all levels as an expression of the love of Jesus Christ, through us the church to humanity. At present our congregation consists of two hundred (200) persons.

2. Through this, the organization has the connection with Jesus Golina, who is the Pastor of Prince of Peace International Ministry located in Caracas, Venezuela, with a congregation of approximately two hundred (200). Valley Kingdom Ministries serves the purpose of being the parent church of Prince of Peace International Ministry, where we oversee its growth and development. Valley kingdom ministries will seek to lead the
church to understand and embrace its vision and objective by communicating the process of our commitment to mission, ministry and maturity as we follow explicitly and precisely the strategies and plans as given by GOD to the man of GOD. We are committed to mission through this vehicle; our purpose is to fulfill the mandate of Matt. 28; 19-20. We will seek to win the lost to Christ. We will strive diligently and much urgency to fulfill our responsibility of letting every man knows that Jesus is the only way, the truth and life. It is our desire that the glory of the father dwells and find its resting place among us so that every one who comes into his presence will return with a glow of fresh fire upon his /her life by God.

3. Valley Kingdom Ministries uses this occasion with the Universal Periodic Review of Member States of the United Nations to present this written contribution to the Human Rights Commission of the United Nations on Venezuela. In particular, we hope that our experience will aide in exposing the condition of basic human rights in Venezuela.

4. I take this opportunity to acknowledge the Venezuelan Government and say thank you for allowing Valley Kingdom Ministries the freedom to conduct religious matters in your country based on the article 59 of the constitution of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela, this opens the door to us to teach the principles of God, where it create a spiritual awareness to the lives of individuals and by extension building family morale to the people of Venezuela.

5. It is with this intention that I will like to share a recommendation to your Government,
to establish an avenue where training and teaching can be provided for the enhancement and sharpening of parental skills to the whole family, whether married or single parenting, so that children can be reared to be a stronger support to the nation, because, the strength of the family is the strength of the society. The strength of the society is the strength of the nation, and the strength of the nation can have a greater influence in the world.